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Awards Received:  
2000- Architecture SA Project Award for recognition of outstanding design for Nel 

Pavilion, Pretoria 
 
2002-  National Dulux Colour Award for Van Ryn Place of Safety, Benoni (with 

Vikash Maharaj Rajoo).
 
2005-  Gauteng Institute for Arch

Vaal University of Technology (with Morne Pienaar)
 
2006-  National South African Institute of Architects Award of Merit for The Chapel 

of Light, Vaal University of Technology  (with Morne Pienaar)
 
2007-  Finalist in Daimler Chrysler Award for Design Architects under the age of 40 
 
2007-   Pretoria Institute for Architecture Award of Merit for House Rosa, Pretoria
 
2008- National South African Institute of Architects Award of Merit for House 

Rosa, Pretoria
 
2009-   Architecture SA Project Award for design of Dune House, Kai Kai, Port 

Nolloth 
 
2009-   Winning Architect of the Sarah Bartmann Centre of Remembrance Design 

Competition, Eastern Cape
2011- Architecture SA Project Award for Sarah Bartmann Centre of 
2012- National South African Institute of Architects Award of Merit 

Kaikai, Port Nolloth
2012-   SA Architect Project Award for

Remembrance Design Competition, Eastern Cape
 
 
Chris Wilkinson received 
of Comrie + Wilkinson Architects and Urban Designers

    

Architecture SA Project Award for recognition of outstanding design for Nel 
Pavilion, Pretoria  

National Dulux Colour Award for Van Ryn Place of Safety, Benoni (with 
Vikash Maharaj Rajoo). 

Gauteng Institute for Architecture Award of Merit for The Chapel of Light, 
Vaal University of Technology (with Morne Pienaar) 

National South African Institute of Architects Award of Merit for The Chapel 
of Light, Vaal University of Technology  (with Morne Pienaar) 

inalist in Daimler Chrysler Award for Design Architects under the age of 40  

Pretoria Institute for Architecture Award of Merit for House Rosa, Pretoria 

National South African Institute of Architects Award of Merit for House 
Rosa, Pretoria 

Architecture SA Project Award for design of Dune House, Kai Kai, Port 
 

Winning Architect of the Sarah Bartmann Centre of Remembrance Design 
Competition, Eastern Cape 
Architecture SA Project Award for Sarah Bartmann Centre of Remembrance 
National South African Institute of Architects Award of Merit house Du Toit, 
Kaikai, Port Nolloth 
SA Architect Project Award for the Sarah Bartmann Centre of 
Remembrance Design Competition, Eastern Cape 

Chris Wilkinson received the awards from 2000 to 2009 in his capacity as director 
of Comrie + Wilkinson Architects and Urban Designers. 

 

 

 

 



Project:  Description:Description:Description:Description:     

Sarah Bartmann  Centre 
of Remembrance, Hankey 
Eastern Cape 
 
Client:  
Department of Public Works 
 
National Winner of 
Architectural Competition 
 
2012 SA Architecture Project 
Award. 
 
Construction to commence 
2013 

This project is the result of a national architectural competition. Chris Wilkinson’s 
design was ultimately selected as the winning scheme amongst 200 registrations. 
The site is located just outside the town of Hankey in the Eastern Cape and the 
project comprises of an entire educational centre, living heritage workshops,  as 
well as a museum complex for Sarah Bartmann and the Khoi-san people. 
The design explores the possibilities of a total experience where landscaping and 
buildings are totally integrated. The concept is to establish a circular route that is 
defined mainly by earth coloured walls as well as stone clad walls and other 
features in the landscape. This route is interrupted by very specific events along the 
route that celebrates particular experiences relating to the Khoi-san and Sarah 
Bartmann. 
Furthermore landscape features such as a healing pond, the symbolic and 
productive garden and storey telling pits are linked to this route. These features 
were not in the original brief, but were introduced by the architect. The ultimate 
destination is the Burial Site of Sarah Bartmann on top of Vergaderingskop. 
 
Sustainable Design:Sustainable Design:Sustainable Design:Sustainable Design:    
    
The entire project is designed to align with a 4 star Green Star rating: 
 

- All energy required for daily operation is generated by a solar farm. 
- Passive design principles drive the design, so no artificial ventilation is 

required. 
- The auditorium is ventilated and cooled by an underground rock bed 

passive system. 
- Landscaping is selective to only need minimal irrigation in first 3 to 5 years 

(establishment period). Irrigation will be with harvested rainwater. After  this 
period it only needs rainfall. 

- Rainwater harvesting is fully integrated for irrigation and toilet flushing. 
- The museum humidity control is a passive system that works on silica gel. 
- No artificial ventilation is required on the project. 

 
 
 
 
    

 

 

 

 

 

 



Project:  Description:Description:Description:Description:     

Sol Plaatjie University 
Kimberley Northern 
Cape,  
 
Client:  
DHET 
 
Winner of Design 
Competition, 2013  

In June 2013 the Department of Higher Education and Training announced a 
design competition for the design of the new Sol Plaatje University to be constructed 
in Kimberley, in the Northern Cape. 
 
The competition entailed the design of the main building that will form part of 
phase one, which is the Central Campus. The remainder of the University will 
comprise of the Northern Campus and Southern Campus, and will be constructed 
over a period from2014 to 2017. 
 
Wilkinson Architects in joint venture with Mashilo Lambrechts Architects and GXY 
Architects were announced as one of 5 winners. These architects’ practices were 
selected to be the campus architects out of approximately 60 entries. 
 
 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Project:  Description:Description:Description:Description:     

Gordon Institute of 
Business Science, Illovo, 
Johannesburg 
 
Client:  
University of Pretoria 
 
SAPOA Award 2009 

Project team: 
Design Architect: Henri Comrie 
Project Architect: Chris Wilkinson 
 
This building is the final addition to a family of campus buildings, configured 
to define a central courtyard space. The second phase accommodates the new 
administration facilities, additional lecture halls, a new library, an up-market 
cafeteria and exhibition space. 
All interior functions are organized by a triple volume pedestrian “street”, which 
sensibly connects the interior of the building to the main courtyard and the 
parking lot on the northern side. As a result of the incorporation of clerestory 
lighting on a high level, this “street” contributes to the distribution of natural 
light to the central areas of the building. Smaller light wells and deep recessed 
windows soften the harsh sunlight. 
 
This building was designed in conjunction with Henri Comrie, director 
of Comrie Wilkinson’s CapeTown branch.    

 

 

 

   

 

Melrose arch Office 
Building, Johannesburg 
 
Client:  
Mines Pension Fund 

The design of building H303, a building containing specialist retail at ground level 

and offices on the remaining three floors, responds to a new urbanist framework 

designed by Urban Solutions and Osmond Lange for the Melrose Arch precinct. 

The building responds to the street and build-to line by forming an understated 

wall that does not compete against the adjacent landmark building. Apertures are 

architecturally defined by a series of cut-outs in the façade. Pavilions fragment the 

courtyard façade, creating a visual and physical accessibility towards the shared 

space, while providing unique office and boardroom spaces.  

 

This building was designed by Comrie + Wilkinson’s Pretoria branch, in collaboration 

with Henri Comrie, of the Cape Town branch. 

 

 

 



Project:  Description:Description:Description:Description:     

Chapel of Light, Vaal 
University of Technology 
 
Client:  
Vaal University of Technology 
 
2006 National South African 
Institute for Architects Award 
of Merit 

 

Project Architect: Chris Wilkinson 

Morne Pienaar 

 

The Chapel of Light is a limited budget multi-denominational chapel, which can 

accommodate one hundred people. The building creates its own context, by defining 

external spaces with freestanding walls. Universal physical qualities that express 

religious qualities such as spirituality, eternity and serenity were applied. 

The tower guides visitors to the entrance, while the curved wall, deliberately treated 

with a different material, acts as a guide to lead one into the building. As one enters 

the chapel, the colour palette changes dramatically from the redbrick on the 

outer walls to a bright, illuminated white on the inside. This reinforces the 

transition from public to private, and to the sacred part of the chapel. Natural light 

washes into the building through narrow slots in the ceiling and walls and a 

clerestory window between the roof planes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Project:  Description:Description:Description:Description:     

Van Ryn Place of Safety, 
Benoni, Gauteng 
 
Client:  
Gauteng Provincial 
Government 
 
Recipient of National Dulux 

Colour Award, 2002 

 

 

This project consists of a series of buildings such as administration facilities, boys-

and girls’ dormitories, a dining hall, a multi-functional hall, a library and a school. 

Apart from creating positive space, colour and light became complimentary 

media for achieving and alternative institutional project. While unavoidably 

needing to create spaces for detention, there has been a conscious effort to 

connect indoor and outdoor spaces to invite light into the spaces and to afford 

abundant views from the inside out. The architecture is one of line, plane and 

edge. Though built of simple and affordable materials appropriate to the 

function and context, special attention has been given to the detailing of edges 

and interfaces. Special attention was paid to improve natural light and ventilation in 

the buildings. 

 

Chris Wilkinson project architect while director of Joubert Comrie Wilkinson 

Architects. 

 

Text extracted form an article written by 

Henri Comrie. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Project:  Description:Description:Description:Description:     

Centurion Aero Space 
Village, Gauteng 
 
Client:  
Aerosud & DTI 

Chris Wilkinson, in his capacity as director of Comrie + Wilkinson Architects and 
Urban Designers, in association with VN Architects, was selected as winner of the 
design competition for the Centurion Aerospace Village (CAV), an initiative of the 
Department of Trade and Industry and Aerosud.   
 
The brief required the design of a series of mixed-use office buildings within a 
spatial framework for the land east of the Waterkloof Airforce Base, integrating the 
existing Aerosud facility and a future phase of aircraft hangars.  The public spaces 
relate closely to the importance of the buildings that define them, creating a distinct 
hierarchy of spaces. Pedestrian friendly connections between the public spaces 
further integrate the project with the existing facilities and a proposed taxi rank. 

 

 

 

Union Buildings 
Refurbishment, Gauteng 
 
Client:  
Department of Public Works 

 

Chris Wilkinson, in his capacity as director of Joubert Comrie Wilkinson Architects 
and Urban Designers, acted as the project architect for the refurbishment of the 
Union Buildings, as well as implantation of new security measures such as a new 
glass enclosed entrance, and a new perimeter fence. This was an extremely 
sensitive project where constant consideration had to be given not to negatively 
affect the historical character of the building and precinct in any way. 

 

 

 

 

Mamatwan Lookout 
point, Hotazel, Northern 
Cape 
 
Client:  
BHP Billiton 

This project, designed in association with Frans Weber and Inge Wessels, forms 
part of a series of buildings within a larger plan to upgrade the mining town of 
Hotazel, in the Northern Cape. New bus stops and a lookout point at the 
Mamatwan mine were designed to adapt to the harsh climatic conditions.  This is 
mainly achieved by the provision of overhead shading screens, and in the case of 
the lookout point a passive cooling system is incorporated. 

 

 

 

 

 



Project:  DeDeDeDescription:scription:scription:scription:     

Re-imagine Anglo 
Americans’ urban future 
 
Client:  
Anglo American 
 
Competition 

 

Open Architecture Competition Entre- In association with GWA  Studio 
 
Private company, public forum & urban preservation – sameness and difference 
To find the balance there is a fine line between the familiar and unfamiliar.  
Architecture and art is both familiar and unfamiliar and should have sameness and 
difference.  The key aim of the proposal is to make public a private company 
through urban architecture and public art.  Through spatial form share the riches of 
the private with the urban poor.  This could only happen through New City Spaces 
filled with all people to harness socio- economic equity and insure preservation not 
only of built form but also of humanity. 

 

 

 

 

Mary Fitzgerald Square 
re-design, Johannesburg, 
Gauteng 
 
Client:  
JDA 
 
Competition 

 

Wilkinson Architects and GWA Studio did a proper analysis of the square and 
realised that the square mainly lacks intimacy, due to its vastness. As a result there 
is also no proper cover against the harsh South African sunlight. Furthermore, apart 
from the African Museum, the buildings surrounding the square, lack in scale and 
function, to properly define the square and generate activity. 
It was proposed that the scale of the square be reduced by the incorporation of two 
new structures on either side of the axis with the African Museum, thus significantly 
reducing the size of the square. The structure on the west will accommodate mixed 
use facilities facing the square, with ample parking hidden behind in the form a 
parking structure. 

 

 

 

 

University of Pretoria New 
Lecture Halls 
 
Client:  
University of Pretoria 
 
Competition Finalist 

 

The brief called for the design of three lecture halls with associated uses such as a 
public foyer, offices and ablution facilities.  The architects decided to respond to the 
existing hierarchy of spaces created by the manner in which the students move as 
pedestrians through the avenues between buildings, and the spaces in which they 
gather.   
 
A public square was proposed in response to the orientation of the Chapel and 
north-south pedestrian avenue.  The building edge on this square had to be layered 
and transparent to interact with the public space.  It is important that the building 
relates to the Law Faculty Building, the adjacent historic house as well as the 
pedestrian entrance on the north.   
    

 



Project:  Description:Description:Description:Description:     

West Cork Art Gallery – 
Ireland 
 
Client:  
West Cork Art Gallery 
 
Competition 

 
 

The internal planning of the gallery is mainly generated by the precinct analysis and 
orientation, as well as the historic context of the site.   
The building defines an internal pedestrian street that connects with Townshend 
arcade.  This pedestrian street runs between a retail component on the northern 
perimeter and a foyer, shop and coffee shop that define the southern perimeter.   
 
The ground floor consists of an easily accessible reception, gallery and workspace, 
where all activity is visually exposed through large glazed areas.  Natural light is 
enhanced by the use of horizontal slot windows and indirect reflections.   
 
The same principle of visually exposing the activity within to the street below is used 
in the first floor artist studios and performance space.  The second floor affords 
views across the city while simultaneously exposing its internal activity to the public 
below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Entomological Centre, 
Ruimsig, Gauteng 
 
 
Client:  
Johannesburg City Parks 

 
 

The brief required an entomological centre accommodating a reception, a 
laboratory, an exhibition area, a netted area for live specimens, a conference hall 
and supporting facilities.   
 
It was decided to make the profile of the building as unobtrusive and visually low-
key as possible. The building itself is split into two wings, which flare open to form a 
triangular open-air courtyard which will be used as an outdoor teaching space or a 
pleasant gathering place.   
 
By looking closely at a butterfly wing one often finds that the wingtip becomes 
transparent, exposing the wing structure. This principle was applied to the design of 
the roof where beams were allowed to protrude beyond the edge of the roof which 
simulate the aesthetic of the butterfly wing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



Project:  Description:Description:Description:Description:     

Kigelia Game Farm and 
Conference Facilities, 
Cullinan, Gauteng 
 
Client:  
Linus Marais 
 
Under construction 

 
 
 

 
The client approached Wilkinson Architects, to adapt existing farm buildings to 
create a new conference centre and club house on a spectacular piece of land 
outside of Pretoria, where indigenous trees are abundant and wildlife roams freely.   
 
The buildings complement a series of straw bale-constructed chalets currently under 
construction by the client.  The conference centre is adapted from an existing stone 
barn, its new steel roof hovering over the existing structure to create clerestory 
windows. The steel structure touches lightly on the earth, expressing an architecture 
that is sensitive to its beautiful surroundings.  The proposed clubhouse also springs 
from an existing farm building where a similar construction method is employed. 
 
In addition to these buildings, a series of self-catering overnight facilities have been 
designed.  These freestanding pavilions, of steel and glass construction, hover 
sensitively above the natural landscape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Architect Office, 
Pretoria, Gauteng 
 
Client:  
Wilkinson Architects 

 
 

The architect recently purchased a property with the idea to create a home studio. 
The separate garage and adjacent outbuilding, located at the rear end of the 
property, made it ideal in terms of its location in relation to the garden, a second 
access gate and north orientation.   
 
The 40 m² garage was originally covered by a low mono pitch roof and had only 
two standard steel windows. The building was opened up to the garden by 
introducing two French doors in the place of the original windows.  The low pitch 
roof was removed and outer walls were raised considerably to allow for the 
inclusion of a loft space. A light-weight horizontal roof appears to float where the 
north-western corner walls were cut away to open the loft to the magnificent city 
views and surrounding trees.  

 

 

  



Project:  Description:Description:Description:Description:     

House Behr, 
Pretoria, Gauteng 
 
Client:  
Mike Behr 

 
 

The original building was a 1940’s art deco modernist house with a pitched slate 
roof which was added in the 60’s. The current owners wanted the house to be 
adapted to a more contemporary way of life: with open plan interiors, a better 
organized interior layout as well as larger glazed openings.  
 
The architects were requested to add a flat, a workshop, bathrooms, a verandah 
and a carport to the existing design. Although contemporary in nature, all these 
additions and alterations subtly reflect the art deco nuance of the building in a 
respectful manner.  
 
The architect also conducted a critical analysis of the façade and revisited the 
window proportions in terms of aesthetics and to ensure more light penetration into 
the large interior. Larger windows have box-like protrusions which lend a more 
contemporary feel to the design. 

 

 

 

 

House Du Toit, 
Kaikai Estate, Port Nolloth 
 
Client: Jimmy Du Toit 
 
2012 National South African 
Institute for Architects Award 
of Merit 
 
 

 
This house was commissioned to be an example of what can be achieved within a 
set of architectural guidelines established by Wilkinson Architects and the client. It 
forms part of a larger development, Kaikai, which is located outside the coastal 
town of Port Nolloth on the West Coast. The carefully considered guideline 
document addresses amongst other strict rules that dwellings need to be low profile 
and not compete visually with the sensitive coastal dunes or to be physically 
intrusive. 

 

 

 

 

 



House Rosa, Pretoria  
 
Client: Lory and Sarita Rosa 
 
2008 National Award of Merit 
form the South African 
Institute for Architects  

Due to the historical significance of the house, the architects chose to approach the 
additions in a manner that would respect and preserve the integrity of the original 
building.  The additions adapt subtly to the predominant horizontal lines of the 
house in the form of flat concrete roofs and thin, lightweight floating roofs.  The 
new buildings are detached from the existing house and are only connected to it by 
flat roofed links or passages, thus preserving the integrity of the existing house.  
 

 

 

 

House Rosalba, Oyster 
Bay 
 
Client: Lory and Sarita Rosa 

House Rosalba was a typical, low-maintenance and architecturally uninspiring 
beach home. In addition to the internal changes, the architect added a second skin 
to the building’s exterior, in the form of a lightweight screen made of timber with 
adequately proportioned openings. Furthermore, this screen protects the house 
from the harsh western sun and the strong south westerly winds.  
 

 

   

 

VZI Aggeneys, Northern 
Cape 
 
Client:  
Black Mountain 

 

This project, still in concept stage, is a proposal for a sustainable design of a 
corporate guest house and chalets in a very dry and barren landscape on the 
outskirts of the mining town of Aggeneys. In addition to having a design that totally 
blends in with the beautiful landscape, planted roofs, ventilation chimneys and 
renewable energy will form part of the holistic design approach.  
 
Furthermore the project comprises of a housing development of 25 new residential 
units as well as a series of single quarter buildings and a guesthouse in town. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



Project:  Description:Description:Description:Description:     

Cabinda Urban Design 
Framework 
 
Client: Africon Consulting 
Engineers 

 
Charter for New Urbanism 
Design Award 

This project was a collaborative amongst GWA studio, Fritz Thomashoff Architect 
and Chris Wilkinson and entails the design of an entire new town bear the town of 
Cabinda. 
 
The development consists of a mixed use development of retail, housing, and 
educational facilities such as a university, schools and sports facilities. 

 

 

 

Biomimicry Centre, 
Knysna 
 
Client: Biowise 
In association with NLA 
Landscape Architects and 
GWA Studio Architects and 
Urban Designers 
 
Competition Project 

Typically man-made systems and products involve using resources in linear ways. 
Often the resources are derived using highly energy intensive methods, then used 
inefficiently and ultimately end up as waste. In nature there is no waste as one 
organism’s “waste” is another’s raw material. While some benefits can be derived 
by looking at each of these stages separately, it is worth remembering Einstein’s 
maxim that problems are not solved by thinking within the same level of 
consciousness that created them. Biomimicry offers completely new ways of 
approaching design such that the whole system can be optimised and radical 
increases in resource-efficiency can be achieved. Our plan takes into consideration 
some of the obvious natural aspects of the site, however to gain a truly biomimetic 
understanding of the site we plan to run a genius of place study to effectively 
leverage the existing local resources. 
 

 

 

 

 

Housing Project, Benoni 
 
Client: DRD Gold 

 

This project entails a series of low to middle income double and three storey 
housing blocks carefully positioned on a historic site owned by the mine. The 
challenge was to locate the blocks in such a manner to tie in with the three historic 
dwellings as well as the lanes of oak trees which are over a hundred years old. 
Furthermore pleasant pedestrian spaces and gardens are formed in between 
blocks. 

 

 

 



Housing Project, 
Candlewood Estate, 
Midrand 
 
Client: Johannes Basson 
 

 

The idea behind this project was to steer away from typical monotonous townhouse 
developments but rather to explore the opportunity to create a pleasant village style 
character by properly designing the spaces in between the units and fragmenting 
the architecture to bring down the scale of the project. The development consists of 
4 medium size units ranging from 220 to 300 sqm. 

 

 

 

Housing Project, 
Montecello Country 
Estate 
 
Client: Devco Africa 

 

This project entails a security village, located in Midrand and Chris Wilkinson was 
responsible for the design of the clubhouse, communal facilities and the 
compilation of the architectural guidelines. 

 

    

 

House Basson, Dainfern 
 
Client: Johannes Basson 

 

This house was designed for a property developer in Dainfern Estate, 
Johannesburg. The house is planned around a central courtyard, with all spaces 
responding to this central space.  

 

  

 

 

 


